In call centers, call blending consists in the mixing of incoming and outgoing call activity. Artalejo and Phung-Duc recently provided an apt model for such a setting, with a two way communication retrial queue. However, by assuming a classical (proportional) retrial rate for the incoming calls, the outgoing call activity is largely blocked when many incoming calls are in orbit, which may be unwanted, especially when outgoing calls are vital to the service offered.
Introduction
Retrial queues have received considerable attention over recent years, providing an apt model for the performance evaluation of call centers, computer networks, and communications systems. An overview is given in [1, 2] . Characteristic of retrial queues is the fact that calls (or, in general, customers) that cannot be served upon arrival enter an orbit and request for a retrial after some random time. Due to this, analysis of a retrial queue is more difficult than that of its counterpart model without retrial, and explicit results can only be obtained in a few special cases [3] .
Here, we consider a specific retrial queue model with application to call centers. As explained in [4], a central characteristic of a call center is whether it handles inbound traffic, with incoming calls, or outbound traffic, with outgoing calls. Correspondingly, they are referred to as inbound and outbound call centers. Most retrial queue models in literature assume such a system, with one way communication. However, often, call centers are not strictly inbound or outbound, and typically handle a mixture of incoming and outgoing calls. Typically, incoming calls are assigned to operators by an Automatic Call Distributor (ACD). For outgoing calls, calls are either initiated by the ACD (automatically), or by the operators (manually).
The principle of mixing is referred to as call blending, with two way communication, serving several purposes.
-Firstly, it may be added to the regular tasks, as in the case of an inbound call center in which operators utilize their idle time to perform secondary, non-urgent outgoing calls. Then, call blending is primarily a way to increase overall productivity, by increasing operator utilization, potentially through a control policy. A mathematical analysis and optimization of such a policy is presented in [5] . -Secondly, it may occur as an integral part of the tasks performed at the call center. In this case, incoming as well as outgoing calls are vital elements of the service delivered, and should both be performed. This occurs when tasks necessitate several calls in both directions.
Both cases can be modeled with a retrial queue supporting two way communication. More precisely, [6] assumes a model with classical retrial rate for incoming calls (see Section 2.1 for definition of retrial rate). Such a choice results in an apt model for the first case, since the outgoing call activity is indeed largest when few incoming calls are in orbit, and smallest when many are in orbit. However, in the second case, such behavior is undesirable, since the outgoing call activity should also continue regularly while many incoming calls are awaiting service. By assuming a constant retrial rate, outgoing calls are still initiated regularly (either by the ACD or by the operators), even if the number of incoming calls in orbit is high. Further, note that many types of call blending can be identified; Koole and Mandelbaum [4] provide an excellent overview. A high-level discussion and basic performance analysis is provided in [7] . The paper [8] presents a collection of Markov chain models for call centers, including a discussion of model fidelity and efficacy, in a simulation context. Although different in several ways, Model M1 in [8] , with "all blend agents and no mismatches" shares many of the assumptions of the two way communication retrial queue model presented in [6] and here (see also Section 2.1): inbound calls arriving according to a Poisson process, with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) service times drawn from an exponential distribution for inbound as well as outbound calls. Further, in [8] and here, multiple identical blend agents (or operators) are assumed (only
